
Improving productivity and reaching performance goals can 
be a difficult task. The Trima KPI Dashboard is designed to help 
by presenting performance data in an intuitive, on-demand 
graphical display. A powerful business intelligence solution, 
KPI Dashboard gathers data from your Trima Accel devices 
to deliver relevant, real-time information that offers insight 
into your blood center’s productivity, gives you the ability to 
troubleshoot potential issues, helps you optimize procedure 
selection and allows you to monitor product quality output. 

Stop devoting valuable time to gathering and inputting data 
manually. With KPI Dashboard, you get actionable data to help 
you monitor productivity, set goals and pinpoint how you can 
achieve them.
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Make Better Productivity Decisions  
With the Power of Real-Time Data
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Gain Insight  
Compile the data needed to set goals and track events, 
configure notifications based on parameters you set and  
export or download data for further evaluation. Trends 
and totals over time, as well as year-over-year and facility 
comparisons, are all right at your fingertips.  

Strategize In Real Time  
In today’s economy, blood centers are challenged to uncover 
operational efficiencies and answer to bottom-line initiatives. 
Having the right data readily available helps you manage short-
term production needs, make course corrections, identify 
opportunities and track progress. 

Dig Into the Details  
Get the full picture of your blood center’s performance by 
exporting the data for in-depth analysis along with other key 
metrics within your center. 

See the Opportunities   
Data is delivered graphically to help tell the story about your 
productivity. The at-a-glance dashboard is easy to understand 
and navigate. 

Troubleshoot Alerts 
See the most frequent reasons for general and access  
pressure alerts and incomplete procedures, allowing you to 
investigate further.

Customize to Your Needs  
Filter data and generate graphs to meet individual reporting 
needs. Set notifications that send email alerts when conditions, 
goals or metrics hit a specified threshold. This is ideal for those 
who do not have time to log on to the system on a regular basis. 

Optimize Procedure Selection 
KPI Dashboard shows recommended versus selected 
procedures and graphically highlights products not collected as 
a result. This information is broken down by facility so you are 
able to investigate and troubleshoot as needed. 

Understand Productivity Barriers  
When collected products must undergo additional testing, it 
takes valuable operator time. KPI Dashboard collects “verify 
product” messages to help you understand how many products 
required additional testing. You can then analyze the data to 
uncover the causes so you can take steps to mitigate issues 
where possible.

Provide Perspective  
Annotate data within KPI Dashboard to flag key events and 
provide context to data that might otherwise go unrecorded.

Access Data Anywhere  
KPI Dashboard is a cloud-based solution, so it minimizes 
IT resource investment and keeps you connected to the 
data whenever, and wherever, you may need it. Plus, the KPI 
Dashboard is optimized for computers and mobile devices. 

With KPI Dashboard Software, You Can: 

As a global leader in blood component, therapeutic apheresis and cellular technologies, we believe in the potential of blood to do  
even more for patients than it does today. This belief inspires our innovation and strengthens our collaboration with customers.
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Procedure Selection

Alerts and Incomplete Procedures

Learn how KPI Dashboard can help you make  

data-driven business decisions. Contact your  

Terumo BCT representative today.


